Introduction
Two invariants under continuous mappings are defined and investigated in this paper (see main theorems T 18, T 19). The first of them, which I can the degree of non-local connectedness, is related to the hereditary unicoherence of metric continua, and the second, whieh I call unifonn arcw·ise cMmectedness, is related to the arcwise connectedness of curves.
As an application of these invariants a construction of arbitrarily numerous finite families of plane fans is given, none of which is a continuous image of another (incomparability under continuity).
R.ecall that a space H is said to be unicoherent provided that it ii; connected and, for eyery deeomposition H =A v B on closed and connected sets, the intersection A " B is connected. A space H is said to be hereditarily uwicoherent pro·dded it is unicoherent and every eonnected set in it is unicoherent. For continua this definition is equivalent (see [6] , Theorem 1.1, p. 179) to the following: D1. A continuum is herec7itar·ily unicoherent if every two points of it can be joined by exactly one irreducible continuum between them.
In the continuation of this paper hereditarily unicoherent continua will be denoted by H, H 17 H 2 , etc., and irreducible continua between points x and y by xy. By virtue of Dl they are uniquely determined.
)fore generally, if X is an arbitrary set in a space X, I(X) will denote a continuum in SX iiTeducible with respect to containing the set X (an irreducible continuum about X), i.e. a continuum which has no proper subcontinuum containing X.
First we 11roye five theorems on hereditarily unicoherent continua, beginning with the proof of the uniqueness of I(X) for hereditarily unicoherent spaces.
Tl. If H is a hereditarily un·iooherent continuu·m, then fo·r e1:ery subset
_x--of it there e:t·ists in H exactly one iNeducible continuum I(X) about X.
Indeed, let XC H. The existence of the continuum I (X) C H follows from the compactness of the family of subcontinua of H containing X (see [4] , § 38, V, Theorem 1, p. 27).
Suppose that there exists more than one continuum. Let XC I 1 (X) n n I 2 (X), whence I 1 (X) n I 2 (X) =f. 0. Therefore the union I 1 (X) v I 2 (X) is the subcontinuum of the hereditarily unicoherent continuum H. Consequently I 1 (X) n I 2 (X) is a continuum, then I 1 (X) = I 1 (X) n I 2 (X) = I 2 (X) by the irreducibility of the continua I 1 (X) and I 2 (X).
T2. ~J.lhe operation I is monotonic for hereditarily unicoherent co·1l.-tinua: if xl and x2 are subsets of a hereditarily unicoherent continU'U'in H, then, X 1 C X 2 implies I(X 1 ) C I(X 2 ). This is a direct consequence of the hereditary unicoherence of the space H and of the irreduc.ibility of its subcontinua I(X 1 ) and I(X 2 ).
T3. If X 1 and X 2 are S1l.bsets of a hereditm·ily unicohnent continuum, then I(X 1 ) n I(X 2 ) =f.
Indeed, it follows from· T2 that I(X 1 ) v I(X 2 ) C I(X 1 v X 2 ). Inversely, the union of the two continua I(X 1 ) v I(X 2 ) being a continuum, we have I(X 1 v X 2 ) C I(X 1 ) v I(X 2 ) by the irreducibility of the continuum
Let N (X) be a set of points of X at which the space X is not locally connected. Thus the equality N(X) = 0 is equivalent to the local con~ nectedness of X.
T4. The operation N is monoton-ic fo'r hereditarily unicoheTent contimta:
if H 1 and H 2 a?"e hered-itarily unicohere·nt contin1ta, then
Proof. Suppose that
Thus there exists a neighbourhood U 1 (p) of p such that for every
Therefore it follows from (1) that there exists a sequence of points P• e U 1 (p) n H 1 such that p = limpn and that the points Pn and p belong n~>oo to different components of the set U 1 (p) n H 1 • Since PPn C H 1 for n = 1, 2, ... , we have (2) PPn-UI(P) =f-; 0 for sufficiently g1·eat n.
The continuum H 2 being, by (1), locally connected at the point p, there exists in every neighbourhood U 2 (p) of p a neighbourhood V 2 (p) of this point such that (3) and that the intersection V:lp) "Hz is connected. Therefore V~(pf~ H 1 is a subcontinuum of H 2 , whence it is also hereditarily unicoherent.
Let us ta.ke a neighbourhood U 2 (p) of the point p such that (4) 
The continuum V~(p~ H 2 contains all the points P• beginning from a sufficiently great n; therefore, by virtue of the hereditary unicoherence, it contains also the continua ppn, whence by (3) and (4) we have PP• C V 1 (p), contrary to (2) .
Note that the hypothesis of theorem T4, that Hz is hereditarily unieoherent, is essential. Indeed, e-.ery non-hereditarily loeally connected continuum X 2 contains by the definition a non-locally connected subcontinuum X 1 • s:nce N(X~) = 0 and N(X 1 ) of= O, the condition X 1 C X 1 does not imply the condition N(X 1 } C .Y(X 2 ). Of course such a continuum X 2 is not hereditarily unicoherent.
T5 
Inversely, we have
(see [4] 
and assume for ordinals a > 0,
P<a P<a
Definitions D2 and D3 in particular immediately imply the following th1·ee theorems: T6. .r(J"(H)) = JfJ+a(H) ~ T7. min{.r+ Proof. Suppose that -r(H 2 ) < -r(H 1 ). By T12 for H 1 =Hand -r(
is not locally connected by T11. Further, by taking in T12 H 2 = H and -r(H 2 ) =A we obtain -r(J'<Hs>(H 2 )) = 0, whence by Tll it follows that J"Hs> (H 2 } is a dendrite. However, we conclude from T10 in particular
Invariability of -r(H).
It is known (see [2] , (3), p. 28) that T14. If X is a compact space and f is a continuous mapping, then
Let f be a continuous mapping of a hereditarily unicoherent continuum H onto a hereditarily unicoherent continuum H 1 • T15. If XC H, X 1 C H 1 and (10) X 1 c f<X>,
Indeed, since XC I(X), we have /(X) C /(I(X)), and thus X 1 C f(I(X)) by (10). It rema.ins to apply the irreducibility of the continuum I(X 1 ).
T16. J(t(.r(H))) C t(.r+I(H)).
In fact, by T14 for .r(H) =X we have N{f(.r(H>)) C f(N(.r(H)))· The sets N{t(.r(H>)) = X 1 C H 1 and N(.r(H)) =XC H satisfy the hypotheses of T15. Thus it suffices to refer to D2 and D3.
T17 . .r(/(H)) C /(.r(H)). Proof. Apply transfinite induction. If a= 0, then the theorem is tme by D3. Assume Tl7 for every 
tl->00 C Limf(.F"(H)); thus it is sufficient to refer to (12) and (13).
tJ-t<)O

T17 immediately implies by definition D4 of -c(H) the following T18 (First main theorem). If H is a hereditarily unicoherent co·n-tinuum and f is a continuous mapping of H onto a hereditarily unicoherent continu·um f(H), then -r(f(H)) ~ -r:(H).
Remarks. A problem arises whether we can assign to an arbitrary continuum K, or even only to an arbitrary curye, a number v(K) which would characterise the non-local connectedness of the continuum K and which would not increase under continuous mappings.
Another problem is whether we can find a number v(K) which has the previous properties and, moreover, is such that v(K) = -r(K) for the hereditarily unicoherent K. Hence this would be a generalization of the function -r:(H) defined only for hereditarily unicoherent continua .
. It seems that one cannot use the notion of I (X) in the definition of number v(K), because I(X) is a multivalued operation for non-hereditarily unicoherent continua. However, one cannot simply omit the operation I(X) in the definition of the operation J(X) (thus-indirectlyin the definition of the number -r:(X)); neither can one change it by the operation of the closure. It has been suggested to me, for inst~nce, that we should take when Proof. Take an arbitrary 8 > 0. The mapping f being uniformly continuous, there exists for this 8 a number ' YJ > 0 such that (17) for every two points fVt and x 2 of X the condition e(x 1 , x 2 ) < ' YJ implies the condition e(f(x 1 ), f(x 2 )) < 8.
From the hypothesis that the continuum X is uniformly arcwise connected and from D5 it follows tha.t there is for this ' YJ a number k such that every arc A C X contains points a 0 , ~' ••• , ak which satisfy (14) and (15).
Take an arbitrary arc B C f(X), and let b and b' be end-points of this arc.
Further, let 19) f(A) is a dendrite, whence we conclude that the set f(aiai+t) r"l B is a continuum as an intersection of two subcontinua contained in f(A), and therefore it is an arc as a subcontinuum of the arc B.
Let k' ~ k be the number of those arcs a,ai+ 1 for which (20) Take into consideration the set of the end-points of arcs (20) . Since there are k' such a.rcs, the number of their end-points is finite. Let k" be that number. We can, of course, set those end-points in a sequenee The continuum X being by hypothesis uniformly arcwise connected, we have by virtue of (i), (ii) and (14) Further, n·om (15) and (17) we have t)(f(ataiH)} < e; thus (){bjb/+1) < 8 a.nd, consequently, /(X) is _uniformly arcwise connected.
Applications Families of n incomparable plane fans for each n = 2, 3, ...
Recall that a space is said to be connected between the sets A and B provided that it contains ;'-set F-:F~ueh--tJ:l.at ~Jw ~et-
.A space is said to be irreducibly connected between A and B provided that it is connected between A and B, and that no prope~ subset of it, A v F v B, where P = F, is connected between A and B (see [4] , § 43, VIII, p. 156). Consequently, if a set Lis irreducibly connected between the sets A and B, then, considered as a space, it is connected and contains these sets which are non-empty and separated ( [4] , 1, p. 156). 
L(A, B)= I(L(A, B)" A v L(A, B) r"\ B).
T20. If H-1. and H 2 m·e subcontinua of a hereditarily u.nicoherent continuum H, then there is in H only one continuum L(H 1 , H 2 ).
The existence of L(H 11 H 2 ) follows from [4] , § 43, IX, 1, p. 158, and its uniqueness is a direct consequence of T1 and (21).
T21. If X 1 and X 2 are subsets of a hereditarily unieoherent contin'llum, then
Indeed, if I(X 1 ) r"\ I(X 2 ) =I= 0, this equality follows from T3. In the other case we have L(I(X 1 ), I(X 2 )) r"\ I(X 1 ) =I= 0 =I= L(I(X 1 ), I(X 2 )) r"\ "I(X 2 ) by (21); hence I(X 1 ) v L{I(X 1 ), I(X 2 )} v I(X 2 ) is a continuum containing X 1 and X 2 by the definition of the operation I. Thus I(X 1 v X 2 ) C I(X 1 ) v L{I(X 1 ), I(X 2 )} v I(X 2 ) by the irreducibility of I(X 1 v X 2 ). Inversely, I(X 1 ) v I(X 2 ) C I(X 1 v X 2 ) by T2, whence L{I(X 1 ), I(X 2 )) C I(Xl v X 2 ) by T20. Thus I(X 1 ) v L(I(X 1 ), I(X 2 )) v I(X 2 ) C I(X 1 v X2). .Apply transfinite induction. If a = 0, then .r'(LI 1 } = L1 1 , .r'(LI 2 ) = L1 2 and J"(J 1 v Ll 2 ) = L1 1 v Ll' 2 by D3, whence L(.r'{LI 1 ), .r'(LI 2 )) = 0 by (28) and Dl; thus {29) is true.
Assume (29) for every E < a. Fil·stly, let a= p +1. Since N{L(J 11 (L1 1 ), Jil(LI 2 ))) = 0 by T27, we have N(Jil(L1 1 v L1 2 )) = N(Jil(L1 1 )) v N{J 11 (L1 2 )) byT5. L1 2 ) by D2 and D3.
Secondly, let a= limEn, where En satisfy (6). Then tF"(L1 1 v Ll 2 )
the sequences {J~"(L1 1 )} and {J~"(L1 2 )} being decreasing by T8, (29) follows from T9 and T23. T29. If Ll 1 and .1 2 are subcontinua of a dendroid L1 and if
Proof. Note that we can :prove in the same way as at the beginning of the :proof of T28 that J"(L1 1 v .1 2 ) exists, whence -r(LI 1 v Ll 2 ) is deter-· mined.
If -r(L1 1 ) = oo or T(L1 2 ) = oo, then (30) holds by T13.
If -r(LI,.) ::fo oo ::fo T(L1 2 ), let (31) -r(L11) ~ -r(L12) .
By D4 we have J"(L1 1 ) = 0 for a> -r(L1 1 ); thus J"(L1 1 v .1 2 ) = J"(L1 2 ) by· T28 and D7. Hence it follows by D4 that -r(L1 1 v L1 2 ) = -r(L1 2 } and (30) holds by (31). Further, recall the definitions of an end-point and a ramification :point in the classical sence in arcwise connected continua (see [1] , :p. 230 and [5] , :p. 301).
A :point p of an arcwise connected continuum X is called an endpoint of X in the classical sense if pis an end-point of every arc contained in X and containing p. The set of all end-points of X in this sense will be denoted by E (X).
A :point p of an arcwise conneetet continuum X is called a ramification point of X in the classical sense if p is a common end-point of at least three arcs disjoint from one another beyond p and contained in X.
Henceforward the words "in the classical sense" will be omitted.
D11
. A fan signifies a dendroid which has only one ramification point. Call this :point top.
For some examples of fans, in :particular the hannonic fan and the Cantor fan, see [1], :p. 240.
Each of the n incomparable plane fans Di which we shall construct will be a union of two fans FHk 1 and Fp~; 2 with a common top and disjoint from one another except at that top.
Call, for shortness, a sequence of points k -harmonic if it arises from a (k-1)-harmonic sequence by the inscription of the whole harmonic sequence suitably diminished and tending to the second of every two consecutive points of it (meaning here by harmonic sequence, and also by 1-harmonic sequence the sequence {2-n}n=I,2, ... .). It is clear how one ought to understand, according to this, such names as a k-harmonic sequence of segments and others. Of course, the greatest order of the non-empty derivative of a k-ha.rmonic sequence is equal to k. Now FHkt will consist of a k 1 -harmonic sequence of straight segments '\\ith length 1, and it will have a finite degree of the non-local connectedness 7:(FHk 1 ) = ~' i.e. a degree equal to the greatest order of non-empty derivative of the set of the end-points of FHk 1 • Since in the fan FHk 1 defined in this way all the arcs have the length at most 2, this fan ·will be uniformly arcwise connected by virtue of C2.
FPks will consist of the fan FHkt and of polygonal lines whose lengths are finite but infinitely increasing and which have only one end-point in common with FHka· These polygonal lines will be subjoined to all those end-points of the fan FHk, in which it is locally connected, and only to those end-points. Thus by C1 the fan FPk• will not be uniformly arcwise connected.
Construction.
Generally let ab denote a straight segment with end-points a and b.
Suppose we are given in the Euclidean plane E 2 a system of polar coordinates e, p with the pole at the point 0.
For every k = 1, 2, ... an·ange in a sequence all systems (i.e. the arbitrarily ordered sets) consisting of k natural numbers. Let (32) be an s-th term of this sequence for any fixed k· Put Thus by (33) and ( 
such that the derivative of the set A 1 (in the sense of the theory of sets) is exactly the set Af-t for j = 1, 2, ... , k:
Thus the last non-empty derivative of the set .A~: bas the order k and is equal to the set A 0 : (41) .A 0 conRisting of only one point by (35) and B 1 being countable by (36) it is quite obvious that (42) .Ak is countable for every natural k.
Join the origin 0 with every point p E Ak by a straight segment and put (43) Hence FHk is a fan with the point 0 as its top and with
Consequently, the straight segment Op 1~~;~ without the point 0,
i.e. the segment whose end-point Pi-t;s, as belonging to A 1 -t-Af-2 by (39) and (36), is by (40) a limit point of the set A 1 , consist of points of the non-local connectedriess of the fan FHi. It follows that is exactly the set of points of the local connectedness of the fan FHi! and by virtue of D2 that Since eveTy straight segment Op in (43) has length equal to 1, all the arcs contained in Fnk have length at most 2; therefore by virtue of C2 ( 4 7) Ff/ I{ is uniformly arcwise connected. Now we define F Pk. Take the points of the set A"-Ak-1 which is, by (39) and (40) 
PPk is not uniformly arcwise connected.
Denote by F'Pk a fan synuneti·ic to FPk with respect to point 0 and put for an arbitrary natural number n > 1 and for every i = 0, 1, ... , n -1
Hence by T29 By virtue of property Pl re<.'ently proved the set E' contains no point set S with boundless nk. Therefore all such sets are contained in E". Thus the continuum I(E") contains all limit points of these sets. Con-;;equently N(FPk,)C I(E"). Hence by D4 and (.il) (60) Further, it follows from (59) that E" C j (F'Pk,) . Then, by the irreducibility of I(E") and by the arcwise connectedness of Incomparability of the fans n •. Let n be an arbitrary natural number, Di the fans defined by (53) for i = 0, 1, ... , n -I, and f a continuous mapping of D, into Di where i =1= j. It ought to be proved that ( 132) A:;;sume first that i < j, i.e. that (63) n+i<n+j.
'Ye have, according to {5±), •(Di) =--n+i and -r(D 1 ) = n+j; conequently (62) follows by (63) and Tl8.
( 6-±) Assume next that j < i, i.e. that n-i < n-j. 
